At common law, before concluding an insurance contract, the insured is obliged to disclose material information to the insurer in order that the insurer can properly assess the risk to be insured. If the insured fails to comply with the obligation, the insurer may plead the defence of non-disclosure or misrepresentation to rescind the contract and repudiate liability. In order to prevent the insurer from abusing the right of rescission, the Chinese Insurance Law provides a number of restrictions on the insurer's defence of non-disclosure or misrepresentation. This article considers the approaches adopted in the Insurance Law 2009 to the restrictions on the insurer's defence, and critically examines how Chinese courts interpret and apply the rules of law in relation to such restrictions. Meanwhile suggestions on how to improve the Insurance Law on some specific issues in relation to the restrictions are put forward with references to the approaches in some other jurisdictions, including Australia.

Introduction

The nature of an insurance contract is that the insured transfers the risk of some uncertain and adverse events to the insurer by paying premiums to the latter who in return promises to compensate the former when such events occur and cause losses. In order to assess the risk to the best extent, the insurer must acquire, before entering into the contract, the relevant facts about the risk, upon which the insurance contract is built. The relevant facts, however, lie more commonly in the knowledge of the insured only. Because of this information asymmetry, the insured is under a common law duty to disclose to the insurer, prior to the conclusion of the contract, facts which are material to the insurer's decision on whether to accept the risk and, if so, on what term. If the insured failed to comply with the duty, the insurer may plead the defence of non-disclosure or misrepresentation to rescind the contract and repudiate liability.

The current Chinese law relating to the insured's duty of disclosure or representations is provided in Art 16 of the Insurance Law 2009, and Arts 5 to 8 of the Supreme People's Court of China (the SPC) Second Interpretation on Certain Questions Concerning the Application of the Insurance Law of the Peoples' Republic of China (the SPC Interpretation). There are rules of law in these legislations which restrict insurers' defence on insured's failure to perform this duty.

Basically, there are two major kinds of restriction. First, an insurer is restricted from invoking the defence of non-disclosure if it has waived the duty of disclosure in certain circumstances or in relation to certain matters. Second, the Insurance Law 2009 provides time limits within which the insurer may exercise its right of rescission. The insurer is restricted from exercising its right of rescission beyond the time limits in order to prevent the insurer from abusing the right of rescission. The focus of discussion in this article is on the first kind of restriction. The second kind of restriction has critically been examined in a separate article, so it is not intended to give an in-depth analysis on the second kind of restriction in this article.

This article considers the approaches adopted in the Insurance Law 2009 and the SPC Interpretation to the restrictions on the insurer's defence of non-disclosure or misrepresentation, and critically examines the ways in which Chinese courts interpret and apply the rules of law in relation to the restrictions or limitations of the insurer's defence in judicial practice. At the same time, suggestions on how to improve the Insurance Law on some specific issues in relation to the restrictions are put forward with references to the approaches in some other jurisdictions.
A number of issues are discussed: first, circumstances under which insurers may be deemed to have waived the duty of disclosure or waived information in relation to certain matters before concluding the contract; second, insurers' knowledge of non-disclosure and waiver of potential right of rescission prior to entering into the contract; third, insurers' knowledge of non-disclosure and waiver of the right of rescission by affirmation of the contract during the insurance period; fourth, time limits on insurer's right of rescission of the contract; fifth, the relationship between rescission of the contract and repudiation of liability on the defence of non-disclosure; and finally, the causal connection between the occurrence of the insured event and the undisclosed fact in the case of a material non-disclosure by gross negligence.

Before discussing the issues mentioned above, a brief examination of the duty of disclosure or misrepresentation in the Insurance Law is appropriate and necessary.

**The duty of disclosure or misrepresentation in the Insurance Law**

The duty of disclosure or misrepresentation is provided in Art 16(1) of the Insurance Law 2009, which states:

> When concluding an insurance contract, the insurer may raise questions concerning relevant details of the insured subject matter or of the insured. The proposer shall truthfully disclose such details to the insurer.

Disclosure can be performed in two ways -- voluntary disclosure and inquiry disclosure. By voluntary disclosure, the insured is bound to volunteer material information to the insurer before the contract is concluded, this has the same meaning as disclosure under common law; while by inquiry disclosure the insured's duty of disclosure is to correctly answer the questions in the proposal form and he or she is released from the duty by doing so, this is equivalent to the meaning of representation in common law.

The Insurance Law adopts the way of inquiry disclosure. According to Art 16(1) of the Insurance Law, the insured is required to disclose only the information asked by the insurer on the proposal form; while the insurer is not permitted to plead the defence of non-disclosure of something material which is beyond the scope of the questions raised in the proposal form even if it is material.

In its judicial interpretation of the Insurance Law, the SPC provides a rule about the scope and extent of the insured duty of disclosure, which states:

> The insured's duty of disclosure is limited to the scope and content of the insurer's inquiry; where the insurer and the insured dispute on the scope and content of the inquiry, the onus of proof rests upon the insurer.

Accordingly, the insured is deemed to have performed the duty of disclosure if he or she has truthfully answered the questions in the proposal form.

The insured can only disclose what he or she knows and should not be taken to have failed to perform the duty of disclosure if he or she does not know the information. The question of whether the insured needs to disclose what he or she ought to know is unclear in the Insurance Law. The SPC has recently answered this question, by providing that:

> When entering into an insurance contract, circumstances about the subject matter of insurance or of the insured which are to be truthfully disclosed by the insured as required by Art 16(1) of the Insurance Law are those which the insured actually knows.

So the current law position is that the insured is obliged to disclose only what he or she actually knows, not what he or she ought to know. Constructive knowledge is irrelevant. For example, if the insured did not know that he or she had a tumour in their stomach before entering into the contract, they cannot be said to have failed to disclose such disease to the insurer.

Where the insured failed to comply with the duty of disclosure, the insurer has different remedies depending on the insured's state of mind and consequences of the breach. The insurer is entitled to rescind the contract where the insured fails intentionally or by gross negligence to fulfil the obligation of truthful disclosure of material facts which sufficiently influence the insurer's decision on whether to accept the insurance or raise the premium rate. It is implied in Art 16 of the Insurance Law that the insurer is not entitled to plead the de-
fence of an innocent or mere negligent non-disclosure or misrepresentation even if the undisclosed infor-
mation is material.

The Insurance Law sets out time limits within which the insurer may exercise the right of rescission. The right
of rescission shall lapse where the insurer does not exercise it within 30 days after having become aware of
the material non-disclosure, or within 2 years from the date of formation of the contract.  

For the losses which occurred prior to the rescission of the contract, the Insurance Law takes two different
approaches, depending on the insured's state of mind. First, in the case of an intentional non-disclosure the
insurer is not liable for the pre-rescission losses and can retain the premium paid. It is not necessary to find a
causal connection between the occurrence of the insured event and the undisclosed fact in order to refuse
claims for pre-rescission losses. Second, for a grossly negligent non-disclosure, where the undisclosed
facts has a material impact on the occurrence of the insured events, the insurer is not liable for the
pre-rescission losses but must refund the premium paid.

The Insurance Law includes a new provision regarding the insurer's waiver of the potential right to rescind
the contract:

Where an insurer knows that the proposer fails to make a truthful disclosure at the time of entering into a contract, the
insurer may not rescind the contract; where an insured event occurs, the insurer shall be liable for making indemnity
payment or paying insurance benefits.

As compared with the 1995 and 2002 versions of the Insurance Law, three major amendments have been
introduced into the 2009 version for the purpose of restricting the insurer's right of rescission by defence of
material non-disclosure or misrepresentation: First, the innocent or merely negligent breach of the duty of
disclosure will no longer entitle the insurer to rescind the contract, instead, only gross negligence will give
rise to an insurer's right to rescind. Second, the insurer's right of rescission of the contract is now limited by
time. Third, the insurer is restricted from pleading the defence of non-disclosure to rescind the contract and
repudiate liability if it knew before the inception of the contract that the insured had failed to disclose material
facts.

In the following parts, the issues relating to restrictions on the insurers' defence of non-disclosure or misrep-
resentation are critically examined. To begin with, some circumstances under which insurers may be
deemed to have waived disclosure before conclusion of the contract are considered.

Circumstances under which insurers may be deemed to have waived disclosure
before concluding the contract

Waiver refers to the intentional relinquishment of a known right. Through action or inaction, an insurer may
waive compliance with duty of disclosure, or certain information about the subject matter of insurance, or the
potential right of rescission of the contract, before entering into the contract. The insurer may waive its
right of rescission by affirmation of the contract after becoming aware of the insured's breach of the duty of
disclosure during the insurance period. Whenever the waiver occurs and whatever such a waiver is related
to, once the waiver has been made, the insurer is later precluded from pleading the defence of non-disclosure to rescind the contract and repudiate liability. No insurer would readily waive the insured's compliance with the duty of disclosure, but under certain circumstances it can be deemed that an insurer has waived the insured's compliance with the duty of disclosure, or waived information relating to certain matters, therefore, the insurer is later restricted from pleading the defence of non-disclosure of the facts waived. These circumstances are considered below.

Failure to inform the insured of the duty of disclosure

In China, an ordinary person does not usually know the duty of disclosure and the consequences for failure
to comply with the duty. Therefore, it is an important question whether an insurer has a duty, at the time of
negotiating the contract, to inform the insured of the duty of disclosure and the consequence of breach of the
duty.

According to Art 17 of the Insurance Law, when standard clauses provided by the insurer are used for con-
cluding an insurance contract, the insurer shall attach the standard clauses to the proposal form, and explain
contents of the contract to the insured. Usually a standard clause about the insured's duty of disclosure is provided in insurance contracts. Therefore, the insurer's duty to explain contents of the contract should include the explanation of the disclosure clause to the insured. In practice, some insurers provide a notice, at the beginning of a proposal form, about the duty of disclosure and the consequences for breach of the duty. However, the Insurance Law does not provide any remedies for the insurer's failure to explain the contents of the contract to the insured, except for the standard exclusion clauses. This means that the law encourages the insurers to explain the duty of disclosure to the insured but does not punish the insurers who fail to do so.

The Intermediate People's Court of Quanzhou City, Hunan Province, expressed the view that where the insurer did not explain to the insured the duty of disclosure and the consequences for breach of the duty, the insured should not bear the duty of truthful disclosure. Therefore, in order to find whether the insurer have performed the duty of disclosure, courts should first examine whether or not the insurer has performed the duty of explaining to the insured of the clause about the insured's duty of disclosure in the contract. Particularly, where an inquiry-form containing questions is used, courts should examine whether the insurer has explained to the insured the relative professional or medical terms in the questions. In the situation where the questions asked are unclear and ambiguous and mislead the insured to give inaccurate or wrong answers, the insurer is taken to have waived disclosure of information in relation to the matters, rather than the insured have failed to perform the duty of disclosure.

In some other civil law and common law jurisdictions, the insurers are obliged to inform the insured of the duty of disclosure and the consequences for breach of the duty, otherwise the insurers have no remedies for the insured's breach of the duty of disclosure. For instance, under s 19(5) of the German Insurance Contract Act 2008, the insurer shall not be entitled to exercise its rights in respect of a failure to comply with the duty of disclosure if it has not instructed the insured in writing in separate correspondence of the consequences of any breach of the duty of disclosure.

In Australia, under the Insurance Contracts Act 1984 (ICA), the insurer is obliged, before a contract is entered into, to clearly inform the insured in writing of the general nature and effect of the duty of disclosure. The Insurance Contracts Regulation 1985 prescribes a form of writing to be used for informing an insured of the matters in respect of disclosure, the writing to be used may be in accordance with the form so prescribed. An insurer who has not complied with the duty of informing the insured of his pre-contract duty of disclosure is restricted from exercising a right in respect of a failure to comply with the duty of disclosure unless that failure was fraudulent.

It is suggested that a new provision relating to the insurer's duty to inform the insured of the duty of disclosure and the effect of breach of the duty be introduced into Art 16 of the Insurance Law as follows:

The insurer shall, before a contract of insurance is entered into, clearly inform the insured in writing of the general nature and effect of the duty of disclosure. The insurer who has failed to do so may not exercise a right in respect of the insured's failure to comply with the duty of disclosure.

In practice, a notice about the duty of disclosure in red-colour or bold font must be placed at the beginning of a proposal form to draw the attention of the insured. The insurer should not be allowed to take the defence of non-disclosure if it has failed to provide such a notice.

An insurer is restricted from asking general questions

A general question, such as 'is there any other information within your knowledge that is likely to affect our consideration of this proposal', is designed to include all other information which has not been asked for by specific questions in the proposal form. In essence, this kind of question puts the insured in the position of voluntary disclosure and is treated as an invalid question by some courts.

The SPC does not permit the insurer to use general questions without any limit on the scope, by providing that:

The People's Courts will not uphold the insurer's rescission of the contract on the ground that the insured was in breach of the duty of disclosure if he failed to reply to a general question in the proposal form, except that there are confines in the general question.
A general question such as 'Have you had any other diseases which are not asked in the above questions?' must be invalid; while a question which is confined within reasonable scope, such as 'Have you had other cardiovascular disease in the last 5 years?' may be permitted.38

**Failure to make further inquiries to an incomplete or unanswered question or to contradictive answers to a question**

If an insured does not answer or gives an obviously incomplete or irrelevant answer to a question in the proposal form, but the insurer who, having been put on inquiry, proceeds to issue a policy without further inquiries, the insurer is deemed to have waived further specific information in relation to the relevant matter. In *He v China Life Insurance Company Ltd Feshan Shunde Branch*,39 the insured did not answer the question of 'Have you applied for insurance or been insured by any other insurance company?' It was held that even if the insured did not give an answer, this was deemed as an intentional breach of the duty of disclosure. The insurer clearly knew the breach, but issued the policy and received the premium without making further inquiry on the question. The insurer should be deemed to have waived disclosure in relation to the matter, so it was not allowed to take the defence of non-disclosure.

If the insured makes contradictive answers to a question, the insurer who fails to make further inquiry is deemed to have waived the disclosure of the information. In *Zhang v China Life Insurance Company Ltd Zhumadian Branch*,40 the insured answered in the negative to the question of 'Have you ever had any disease and treated in a hospital in the last 5 years?' in the proposal form, but Mrs Zhang (the life insured's wife) gave to the insurer's agent the insured's medical record which showed that the life insured suffered from coronary heart disease. So the agent knew the fact that life insured had suffered the disease, but did not make any further inquiry. It was held that when facing contradictive information, the insurer did not take further steps to resolve the contradiction but issued the policy, so the insurer should be deemed to have waived its right of rescission of the contract.

Similarly, in English and Australian law, if the insured leaves a blank to a question which is accepted without inquiry by the insurer, this will normally be taken as a waiver by the insurer of any duty of disclosure in respect of the matters covered by the question.41 Under the ICA, if the insured failed to answer, or gave an obviously incomplete or irrelevant answer to a question included in a proposal form about a matter, the insurer shall be deemed to have waived compliance with the duty of disclosure in relation to the matter.42 An insured shall not be taken to have made a misrepresentation by reason only that he or she failed to answer a question included in a proposal form or gave an obviously incomplete or irrelevant answer to such a question.43

Under the Principles of European Insurance Contract Law (PEICL), remedies for breach of the duty of disclosure shall not be available to the insurer in respect of a question which was unanswered, or information supplied which was obviously incomplete or incorrect.44

Chinese Insurance Law does not provide any statutory rule in relation to an incomplete, irrelevant or unanswered question in the proposal form. The approach discussed above was the approach taken by the courts. Different courts may take different approaches in a similar set of facts, so it is necessary to introduce a new provision into Art 16 of the Insurance Law to govern the situation. This new provision could be phrased as follows:

Where the insured failed to answer, or gave an obviously incomplete or irrelevant answer to a question included in a proposal form about a matter, if the insurer did not make further inquiry on this question, the insurer is deemed to have waived compliance with the duty of disclosure in relation to the matter covered by this question.45 Remedies for breach of the duty of disclosure shall not be available to the insurer in this situation.

**Does an insurer have a legal duty to verify the information disclosed by the insured before entering into the contract?**

It is reasonable and fair that an insurer should have a duty to check that the insured has answered all questions on the proposal form. If the insurer finds that there are ambiguous or incomplete answers or no answers to the questions, it should have a duty to make further inquiry in relation to the relevant matters. If it does not, it is deemed to have waived the insured's compliance with the duty of disclosure in relation to the
matters. However, it may be unreasonable that the insurer should be obliged to verify the information provided by the insured.

There is no answer, either by the Insurance Law or by the SPC's Interpretation, to the issue of whether the insurer has a duty to verify the information provided by the insured before the contract is entered into. As a result, sometimes the courts take the view that the insurer should verify the information provided by the insured, otherwise, it should take the legal consequence for failure to do so. This can be explained by the case of *Bai v the Life Insurance Company Ltd*.46 There the life insured died of cirrhosis, but the insurer rejected the claim on the ground of non-disclosure of the fact that the life insured suffered hepatitis and stayed in a hospital for treatment for 15 days before the conclusion of the contract. The insured said that the insurer's agent completed the proposal form and the insured disclosed to him the life insured's hepatitis, which was evidenced by witness testimony. The court held that the insured had performed the duty of disclosure, but expressed the view that it is the insurer who is in the position to make the final decision on whether or not to conclude the contract. If the life insured does not meet the insurer's requirements and conditions for the contract, the insurer should not conclude the contract with the insured. Since the insurer concluded the contract with the insured, the insured is deemed to have met the insurer's condition for entering into the contract. Even if the insured did not meet the insurer's conditions, it was the insurer's fault for failing to verify the information carefully but entered into the contract, so the insurer should take the consequence for his fault. It could be argued that conclusion of the contract is based on the belief that the information provided by the insured is true. If the information is untrue and the insurer would not have entered into the contract had it known the true information, it cannot be said that the insured had met the insurer's conditions for concluding the contract. It is incorrect to hold that the insurer has a duty to verify the information provided by the insured before concluding the contract. If the insurer were to be obliged to verify the information, once the contract is entered into, in essence the insurer would later be precluded from any defence of non-disclosure even if the insurer was induced by the undisclosed fact.

Investigation and verification of information provided by an insured would be time-consuming and costly and would increase the costs of purchasing insurance. It is impracticable and difficult to verify all the information for every contract. It would also increase the frequency of intentional non-disclosure. Therefore, it is suggested that insurers should not be obliged to verify the information provided by the insured before concluding the contract. However, where the insurer is put on notice by the answers to the questions asked in the proposal form, it should have a duty to make further inquiry about or to investigate the specific matter. By failing to do so, the insurer should be taken to have waived the information in relation to the matter.

**Facts which need not be disclosed**

The Insurance Law and the SPC Interpretation do not provide any rules in relation to exceptions to the insured's duty of disclosure. The HPC of Beijing City provides a guiding rule that 'the insured is not required to disclose a circumstance if -- (1) it may diminish the probability of occurrence of the risk; (2) the insurer know it or ought to know it; or (3) it is something as to which the insurer expressly waives information'.47 Similarly, the HPC of Zhejiang Province also provide that '[t]he insured is not deemed in breach of the duty of truthful disclosure where he did not provide an answer upon being inquired by the insurer in respect of the following matters: (1) the insurer knew; (2) according to common sense, in the ordinary course of its business the insurer should have known; and (3) the insurer declared that the insured did not need to disclose'.48 Accordingly, the insurer should be prevented from taking the defence of non-disclosure of such information.

**Insurer's knowledge of non-disclosure before the contract is concluded**

As mentioned earlier, the 2009 version of the Insurance Law has introduced a new provision which provides that 'where the insurer knows that the proposer fails to make a truthful disclosure at the time of entering into a contract, the insurer may not rescind the contract; where an insured event occurs, the insurer shall be liable for making indemnity payment or paying insurance benefits'.49 In *Yang v the Life Insurance Company*,50 Mr Yang effected a life policy with critical illness cover in January 2010. He gave a negative answer to a question in the proposal form: 'Have your medical examinations in the last 3 years shown any medical abnormality?' A few days later, without being asked, he submitted to the insurer a report of medical examination which he took in November 2009 in a hospital. It was clearly shown in the report that he was found to have a thyroid nodule. The insurer then arranged two medical examinations on Mr Yang. The policy was then
issued. In November 2010, the insured was diagnosed with thyroid cancer which was later removed by surgery in the hospital. The insured claim for critical illness payment but was refused by the insurer on the grounds that the insured failed to disclose the fact that he was diagnosed with thyroid nodule at the time of the contract. The court held that the insurer was aware of the fact that the insured had thyroid nodule which was clearly shown in the medical report at the time of the contract. The insurer accepted the risk after two medical examinations, so it should not be allowed to rescind the contract on the ground of non-disclosure.

Two points about Art 16(6) of the Insurance Law need to be considered here. The first point is concerned with the insured's failure to make a truthful disclosure. The phrase 'the insured fails to make truthful disclosure' must mean that the insured fails to make truthful disclosure intentionally or by gross negligence and the undisclosed fact is material. If the insurer knew that the insured had made such a non-disclosure before concluding the contract, it will lose the right of rescission. When an insured event occurs, the insurer cannot invoke the remedies as provided in Arts 16(4) and (5) of the Insurance Law to refuse liability. Where the insured had made an immaterial non-disclosure intentionally or by gross negligence, or made a material non-disclosure innocently or negligently, even if the insurer knew such a non-disclosure prior to entering into the contract, the insurer still has not the right to rescind the contract and is liable for paying insurance monies.

The second point is concerned with the insurer's knowledge. Two questions may be raised in this regard. The first one is whether the insurer's knowledge should be the actual knowledge only, or should include constructive knowledge. The HPC Beijing City expressed the view that constructive knowledge should be included by providing that:

Before entering into the contract or before the occurrence of the insured event, if the insurer knew or ought to have known that the insured had failed to perform the duty of disclosure but still entered into the contract, his exercise of rescinding the contract or repudiating the liability after occurrence of the insured event should not be upheld.

The SPC has so far not given an interpretation in this regard for the situation before concluding the contract, but provided a rule for the situation after concluding of the contract that if the insurer becomes aware of or ought to have known the insured's failure to disclose material facts after the conclusion of the contract, but still collect premiums, the insurer's defence on non-disclosure or misrepresentation should not be upheld by courts.

It is suggested that the insurer's knowledge before concluding the contract should include both actual and constructive knowledge. Accordingly, Art 16(6) of the Insurance Law could be amended by adding the phrase of 'ought to know' into it as follows:

Where the insurer knows or ought to know that the proposer fails to make a truthful disclosure at the time of entering into a contract, the insurer may not rescind the contract; where an insured event occurs, the insurer shall be liable for making indemnity payment or paying insurance benefits.

The second question is how to determine that the insurer knew or ought to have known the insured's failure to perform the duty of disclosure prior to the conclusion of the contract. In the following part, the circumstances under which the insurers are deemed to know the insured's breach of the duty of disclosure are considered.

**Insurer's agent knows means the insurer knows**

An insurer's agent is authorised by the insurer to negotiate insurance contracts on behalf of the insurer, the insurer must take legal consequences for the agent's acts within the scope of authorisation. Therefore, if the agent knows that the insured has failed to perform the duty of disclosure, the insurer is deemed to know that as well, and is thus prohibited from taking the defence of the non-disclosure. In *Li v China Pingan Insurance Company Shanghai Branch*, Mrs Li's husband suffered from hepatitis and went to a hospital on 7 December 2000. While her husband was staying at the hospital for treatment, Mrs Li effected a life policy on her husband's life through an agent of the insurer (Mr Xie) on 8 December 2000. She gave negative answers to all questions about the state of the life insured's health in the proposal form. Mr Xie stated in his business report to the insurer that he met the life insured on 8 December 2000. The life insured died of cirrhosis in August 2001. The insurer repudiated liability by reason of the insured's failure to perform the duty of disclosure when
applying for the insurance. The issue of argument was whether the insured intentionally withheld the fact of the life insured's hepatitis, or the insurer knew that fact but still entered into the contract. The trial court held that the contract was entered into when the life insured was in hospital for medical treatment for hepatitis. Mr Xie met the life insured in the hospital so he was aware of the illness of the life insured. The appeal court held that the insurer was deemed to know the fact of the life insured's illness, thus should not be allowed to repudiate liability on the ground of non-disclosure.

In another case, the insured took out an all risk policy for his ship which was rebuilt from an old ship. However, due to the fact that the certificate of the ship still retained the words of the 'date of the building' and the 'manufacturer of the building' rather than the 'date of the rebuilding' and the 'manufacturer of the rebuilding', the insured filled in the proposal form by giving information about the ship according to the certificate and he did not disclose the fact that the ship was rebuilt from an old ship. The agent of the insurer knew the fact that the ship had been rebuilt and checked the ship in the port before the conclusion of the contract, but he did not ask the insured any further questions about this. The ship was destroyed by a collision with another ship. The insurer repudiated the liability on the ground that the insured failed to disclose the material fact of the rebuilding of the ship. The court rejected the insurer's argument and held the insurer liable.

The circumstance which the insurer's agent can observe is taken to be known by the insurer

Sometimes, courts hold that the insurer is deemed to have known the circumstance which the insurer's agent can notice by observation, and the insured is released from disclosing such circumstance to the insurer. In Mr Jiangang Guo v China Life Insurance Company Ltd Hebi Branch, the life insured had surgery to remove a tumour from her brain (anesthesia intracranial tumor resection). A few days later, an insurer's agent visited her and persuaded her to take a life policy. The insured told the agent about the life insured's disease and the treatment by surgery. The life insured's hair had not grown out. The agent would easily notice the fact that the life insured had just taken a brain surgery, but the agent (who completed the proposal form) gave negative answers to the questions about diseases in the proposal form. When the life insured died, the insurer refused to pay on the ground of non-disclosure of the disease. The court held that the life insured had an anesthesia intracranial tumor resection, her hair did not grow out, the agent would easily see that from her appearances, so the insurer should have known the life insured's circumstance, thus the defence on non-disclosure was not upheld.

In some situations, it is unreasonable to expect the insurer's agent to know the state of health of the life insured by observation of the appearances of the life insured. For example, in Chen and Chen v Prudential Life Insurance Company Ltd Guangdong Branch, the life insured had diabetes and eye standing retinal detachment but did not disclose the fact to the insurer. The trial court held that the insurer's agent should observe the life insured's state of health from the appearances of the life insured according to the common sense of a man, and then decide whether or not to take the risk. The appeal court found such a judgment by the trial court unreasonable. It would be very unlikely for any person to notice such an eye disease by mere observation from the appearances of the life insured.

If the insurer's agent is a friend or a relative of the insured, is he deemed to know the insured's state of health?

Some courts hold that if the insurer's agent is a relative or a friend of the life insured, he or she is deemed to know the state of the life insured's health, thus the insured is released from the duty of disclosure. For example, in Mr Jianxiang Li v China Life Insurance Company Shangli County Branch, it was held that as the insurer's agent who negotiated the life policy with Mr Li (the insured) was a friend of Mr Li and Mrs Li (the life insured), he should be aware of the state of the life insured's health.

It is rather arbitrary and unpersuasive to make such a judgment. A friend of the insured may have more opportunity to know the state of the life insured's health, but it does not necessarily mean that the friend must know the state of the life insured's health. Whether or not a friend of the insured knows the life insured's disease must be determined in light of the relevant facts of the case. For example, as a friend of the life insured, the agent takes the life insured to a hospital for treatment of a kind of disease, the agent should be deemed to know the fact that the insured has the disease.
The observation by medical examination and the information disclosed by the insured are inconsistent, but the insurer still enters into the contract

In the situation where the insurer has discovered from the report of medical examination that the life insured suffered from a disease which the insured did not disclose, but has still issued the policy, the insurer is precluded from pleading the defence of non-disclosure of the disease. In Li v Hezhong Life Insurance Company Pingdingshan Branch, Mr Li insured his wife's life in February 2008. The life insured had a kind of heart disease before the contract was concluded. The insurer arranged a medical examination for the life insured which revealed that the life insured had coronary heart disease. The insurer accepted the risk on a higher rate of premium. The life insured died of heart failure in April 2008. The court held that the medical examination showed that the life insured had heart disease. The insurer accepted the risk and demanded a higher premium. The insurer's defence of non-disclosure was unfounded and should not be upheld. Even if the insured failed to disclose the disease, the medical examination revealed it, the insurer should not be allowed to plead the defence of non-disclosure of the disease.

A medical institution is sometimes appointed by the insurer for medical examination of the life insureds. If this is the case, it is the representative of the insurer. Where the medical examination institution finds a disease of the insured but fails to report it to the insurer, the insurer nevertheless enters into the contract; it is deemed that the insurer has waived disclosure of the disease. The HPC of Jiangsu Province expressed the view that:

The People's courts will not upheld the insurer's plea for rescission of the contract on the ground of the insured's failure to comply with the duty of disclosure for the situation where the insurer had known the inconsistence between what the medical examination showed and what the insured's disclosed but still underwrote the risk, or where the agent of medical examination did not report the result of medical examination but the insurer underwrote the risk.

The insurer's knowledge of non-disclosure after the contract is concluded

As discussed above, the Insurance Law provides rules in restricting an insurer from exercising the right of rescission of contract on the defence of a material non-disclosure where the insurer knew the non-disclosure before concluding the contract.

By law, an insurer is entitled to rescind the contract where he or she becomes aware of a material non-disclosure after the conclusion of the contract. In practice, more often than not, some insurers continue to collect premiums after they become aware of the breach of the duty of disclosure, so a question of whether or not the insurer can still rescind the contract and repudiate liability in this situation arises. In the absence of a statutory provision, there are two different viewpoints in judicial practice to this question.

The first view is that this situation is different from that provided in Art 16(6) of the insurance Law, ie, the insurer is inhibited from rescinding the contract on the defence of a material non-disclosure where the insurer knew the insured's failure to comply with the duty of disclosure before concluding the contract. Where an insurer becomes aware of, after the conclusion of the contract, the insurer's failure to disclose material facts and continues to collect premiums, its right of rescission of contract and repudiation of liability should not be restricted.

The second view is that if an insurer becomes aware of the insured's failure to disclose material facts after the conclusion of the contract and goes on collecting premiums, it should be deemed to have waived the right of rescission, so it should be precluded from exercising the right of rescission and the right of repudiation of liability.

The SPC has recently provided an answer to the question that:

After the contract was entered into, if the insurer becomes aware of or should have known the insured's failure to comply with the duty of disclosure, but still collect premium, the courts will not uphold the insurer's request for rescission of the contract on the ground of non-disclosure or misrepresentation.

This is similar to the English approach -- acceptance of a premium or the grant of an extension of cover after receiving knowledge of a non-disclosure is good evidence of the insurer's waiver to avoid the contract.
When an insurer has learned that the insured failed to disclose a material fact intentionally or by gross negligence after conclusion of the contract, it is faced with the choice of whether to affirm the contract or to rescind it for the breach of the duty of disclosure. Acceptance of premium is treated by the SPC as evidence of the insurer's waiver of the right to rescind the contract by affirmation.

To bring waiver into play, the insurer must become aware of (or should have been aware of) the undisclosed fact after the conclusion of the contract and must have received premium after having learned of the non-disclosure. But the interpretation by courts of the degree of the insurer's knowledge of non-disclosure necessary to bring waiver into play varies from court to court. Some courts interpret the degree of the insurer's knowledge broadly. For instance, in Mr Jianxiang Li v China Life Insurance Company Shangli County Branch, the insured effected two life policies with coverage of hospital expenses on her own life in May 2003 and July 2003 respectively, and paid the first annual premium. She successfully claimed for hospital expenses for the treatments of dilated cardiomyopathy and bronchitis in the Second Hospital of Pingjiang City on two occasions (one in November 2003 and the other in April 2004). She paid the second annual premium in June 2004. The insured died of dilated cardiomyopathy in July 2004. Mr Li (the husband of the insured) claimed but the insurer rejected the claim on the ground of intentional non-disclosure and countered-claimed for return of insurance money paid.

The court held that the insured successfully claimed for hospital expenses for the treatments of dilated cardiomyopathy and bronchitis in the Second Hospital of Pingjiang City on two occasions. This hospital is a nominated hospital by the insurer; doctors must know the medical history of the insured. So the insurer was most probably aware of the fact that the insured suffered the disease before entering into the contract. Instead of exercising the right of rescission of the contract, the insurer received the second annual premium -- this should be deemed as a waiver of the right of rescission by affirmation of the contract.

The court further held that even if the insured failed to inform the insurer of the material fact at the time of the contract, the insurer should exercise its right to rescind the contract once the insurer became aware of the non-disclosure during the insurance period. The court did not consider the issue of the time period within which the insurer should exercise its right of rescission.

As mentioned earlier, the 1995 and 2002 versions of Insurance Law did not provide a time-bar to restrict the insurer's right of rescission within a certain period of time. In practice, even if the insurer becomes aware of the insured’s failure to disclose material information, it would normally receive premium. When the insured event occurs, the insurer would refuse to pay the claim on the defence of a material non-disclosure or misrepresentation and delay in exercising its right of rescission. Therefore, the insurer would be in a 'nothing to lose but all to gain' position. For the sake of protecting the insured and restricting the insurer's right of rescission, the 2009 version of the Insurance Law provides time limits for the insurer's rescission of the contract. These time limits are briefly considered below.

**Time limits on insurers' right of rescission of the contracts**

Article 16(3) of the Insurance Law in 2009 provides:

> The right of rescission provided in the preceding paragraph shall lapse where the insurer does not exercise it thirty days after he knows that there is the cause for rescission. Where over two years have passed from the date of formation of the contract, the insurer may not rescind the contract; where an insured event occurs, the insurer shall be liable for making indemnity payment or paying insurance benefits.

The insurer is entitled to rescind the contract where the insured failed to comply with the duty of disclosure intentionally or by gross negligence and the undisclosed fact is material. But the insurer must exercise his or her right of rescission within 30 days after having become aware of the material non-disclosure, or within 2 years from the time of conclusion of the contract. After these time limits lapse, the insurer is barred from pleading the defence of non-disclosure or misrepresentation.

After the insurer has known a material non-disclosure during the insurance period, the insurer can either rescind the contract within the 30 day time limit or receive premiums to affirm the contract. If the insurer receives premiums after the 30 day time limit lapse, it cannot be said to have waived the right of rescission as it has lost that right thus has no right to waive. No matter whether or not the insurer has known the
non-disclosure, it is prohibited from exercising the right of rescission after 2 years from the moment of conclusion of the contract.

Here is an example to explain how courts apply the 30 day time limit. In *Mr Tian v the Life Insurance Company*, Mr Tian effected a life policy on the life of his son in June 2007. His son died of tuberculosis in November 2009. The insurer refused to pay the insurance benefit on the ground that the insured failed to disclose a material fact that his son suffered from tuberculosis before the contract was entered into. The trial court held that the insurer was not liable because of the insured's non-disclosure. But the appeal court found that the insurer sent a letter to the insured to inform him of the refusal to pay the claim but did not rescind the contract on 25 December 2009. The insurer was deemed to have become aware of the non-disclosure on 25 December 2009, but failed to exercise its right of rescission of the contract within the following 30 days, thus it lost the right of rescission. The contract was still alive, so the insurer was not allowed to repudiate their liability.

This case raises an interesting question of whether or not rescission of the contract on the ground of a material non-disclosure is a condition precedent for refusing claims for losses which occurred prior to the rescission of the contract. This question is discussed below.

**Is rescission of the contract a condition precedent for refusing claims?**

There are two different views on the question raised above. The first view is that rescission of the contract should not be regarded as a condition precedent for repudiating liability for losses which occurred prior to the rescission of the contract. The reason for holding this view is that the right of rescission and the right of repudiating liability on the ground of breach of the duty of disclosure are two independent rights; there is no causal connection between the two rights. The insurer has the option to exercise one or both rights.

It could be argued that if the insurer is allowed to refuse claims without rescinding the contract first, any insurer would logically choose to refuse claims, yet keep the contract alive for the future. But this argument seems unpersuasive for two reasons. First, when the insurer takes the defence of non-disclosure to refuse a claim, this can be evidence that the insurer has known the cause of rescission of the contract; if the insurer does not exercise the right to rescind the contract within 30 days after having learned of the cause for rescission, the right of rescission will be distinguished. Consequently, the insurer is no longer permitted to refuse claims on the defence of non-disclosure. Second, there is a possibility that the insurer can collect premiums within the 30 day period and then rescind the contract before the 30 day period lapses. But once the insurer has received a premium after having known the insured's breach of the duty of disclosure, it is taken to have waived the right of rescission and is thus precluded from rescinding the contract from the moment of receiving the premium.

The second view holds that the insurer can refuse to pay claims only after it has rescinded the contract by reason of a material non-disclosure. It seems that this view is consistent with the legislative intent. Articles 16(4) and (5) of the Insurance Law use the phrase 'insured events that occur prior to the rescission of the contract'. If no rescission is performed, there would be no 'insured events that occur prior to the rescission', so the insurer cannot take the remedies as provided in Arts 16(4) and (5) of the Insurance Law to refuse claims for pre-rescission losses in the case of intentional or grossly negligent non-disclosure.

The adoption of this 'condition precedent' is intended to protect the insured and prevent the insurer from abusing its right of rescission on the ground of non-disclosure. However, in some situations, rescission of the contract may benefit neither the insured nor the insurer. Some policies may cover several risks and some policies have long lifetimes. It is detrimental to the insured's interest and may also be undesirable to the insurer if the insurer has to rescind the whole policy in order to refuse a claim for loss after occurrence of a single insured event. For example, it is typical that a life policy may be attached to it with some other covers, such as accident cover, or medical expenses coverage. If an accident happens and the insured incurs loss, and the insurer wants to refuse the claim for the loss on the ground of a material non-disclosure, it has to rescind the contract first according to the 'condition precedent' view. As a result, the insured would lose the interest of the whole policy and the insurer would lose the opportunity to keep the policy alive for the future. Therefore, it is desirable and necessary to permit the parties to negotiate and make agreement on the matters of claim and continuation of the policy when disputes occur on the matter of non-disclosure in the situation where the insurer has become aware of the insured's non-disclosure and still collected premiums.
The SPC has therefore adopted a flexible approach to the issue of whether or not rescission of the contract on the ground of a material non-disclosure is a condition precedent for repudiating liability for losses which occurred prior to the rescission of the contract. On the one hand, the insurer is required to rescind the contract first before rejecting claims by reason of a material non-disclosure; on the other, the parties are permitted to depart from this general rule by agreement. Article 8 of the SPC Interpretation provides:

Where the insurer has not exercised his right of rescission of the contract, but rejects the claim on the basis of the circumstances as stipulated in Arts 16(4) and 16(5) of the Insurance Law, People's Courts will not uphold such rejection of the claim, except that the parties involved have reached an agreement on the matters of rejection of the claim and continuation of the contract.

This is similar to English law under which the insurer cannot refuse to pay a claim on the ground of non-disclosure or misrepresentation, yet keep the contract alive for the future, unless the contract provided otherwise.

The current law position in respect of the relationship between rescission of the contract and refusal of claims on the ground of non-disclosure or misrepresentation can be summarised as follows. First, where the insurer has no right of rescission, or has lost the right of rescission, it cannot plead the defence of non-disclosure to refuse claims. The remedies for the insured's breach of the duty of disclosure as provided in Arts 16(4) and (5) of the Insurance Law are available to the insurer only after it has rescinded the contract, but is not available where the insurer has no right or has lost the right to rescind the contract. Second, where the insurer has the right of rescission, it can refuse to pay claims only after it has rescinded the contract. Third, the parties involved in the insurance contract are permitted to negotiate and reach an agreement on the matters of claim and continuation of the contract. Sometimes, rescission of the contract may not benefit any parties, so when the insured event occurs they can negotiate so as to reach an agreement as to the matter of claim and survival of the contract. It is noteworthy that this kind of agreement can only be reached after the dispute occurs. Prior to the occurrence of the dispute on breach of the duty of disclosure, the parties are not allowed to make any agreement which permits the insurer to refuse the claim before rescission of the contract.

A causal connection between the occurrence of the insured event and the undisclosed fact

Another restriction on the insurer's defence of non-disclosure to refuse claims is that there must be a causal connection between the occurrence of the insured event and undisclosed fact if the insurer can repudiate liability for losses which occurred prior to the rescission of the contract in the case of a material non-disclosure by gross negligence.

This can be illustrated by the case of Li v China Ping An Life Insurance Company Ltd Hainan Branch. There the insured effected a life policy on her own life in June 2004. She died due to serious head injury by a robbery in January 2005. The insurer refused to pay the claim on the ground of a non-disclosure of a material fact that she suffered from chronic myeloid leukemia before conclusion of the contract. Mr Li (the son of the insured) argued that the proposal form was completed by the insurer's agent although the insured signed the proposal, so the answers to the questions about the insured's health could not reflect the true representations of the insured. The court held: (i) the insured's failure to perform the duty of disclosure was not intentional but due to the insured's negligence; and (ii) the insured died of head injury not of the disease, the undisclosed fact had no causal connection with the happening of the insured event, so the insurer was liable to pay the insurance benefit.

The main difficulty with this causal connection approach is that in the situation where the insurer would not have entered into the contract or would have entered into the contract with a higher premium had it known the undisclosed fact at the time of the contract, it is nevertheless liable for the loss if there is no causal connection between the undisclosed fact and the occurrence of the insured event. Therefore, the insurer is put in a position where it may receive a lower premium but bear higher risk. It is suggested that in the case of non-disclosure or misrepresentation due to gross negligence, the insurer should be allowed to reduce the amount to be paid on the claim proportionately to the ratio of premium it received and the premium it should have received.
of the material fact, the insurer shall not be liable for the insured events which occurred prior to the rescission of the contract, but shall refund the premium paid.\(^4\)

**Conclusions**

This article has critically examined the current approaches to the restrictions on the insurer's defence of non-disclosure or misrepresentation in the Insurance Law and the SPC Interpretation. The Insurance Law and Chinese courts take rather insured-friendly approaches in this regard in order to protect the insureds. This should be applauded. However, the Law has ambiguities and lacunae, and the courts were sometimes over-protective for the insureds.

Three major weaknesses of the Insurance Law relating to the restrictions on the insurer's defence of insured's non-disclosure have been critically discussed and solutions to the problems proposed. First, it is suggested that a new provision relating to the insurer's duty to inform the insured of the duty of disclosure and the effect of breach of the duty be introduced into Art 16 of the Insurance Law. The insurer should, before a contract of insurance is entered into, be obliged to clearly inform the insured in writing of the general nature of the duty of disclosure and effect for breach of the duty. Otherwise it should be precluded from exercising the right of rescission.\(^5\)

Second, the Insurance Law does not provide any statutory rule in relation to an incomplete, irrelevant or un-answered question in the proposal form. It is suggested that a new provision be added into Art 16 of the Insurance Law to govern this situation. In the situation where the insured failed to answer, or gave an obviously incomplete or irrelevant answer to a question included in a proposal form about a matter, the insurer should be obliged to make further inquiry on this question. Otherwise, the insurer should be taken to have waived compliance with the duty of disclosure in relation to the matter covered by this question.

Third, it is suggested that Art 16(6) of the Insurance Law could be amended to include the insurer's constructive knowledge before concluding the contract. Accordingly, in the situation where the insurer knew or ought to have known the insured's failure to comply with the duty of disclosure before concluding the contract, it should be deemed to have waived its potential right of rescission of the contract by reason of the insured's breach of the duty.
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